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25 ft 2021 Cranchi E26 Rider
€150,000 Tax: Not Paid
Valletta, Malta

Boat Details

Make: Cranchi
Model: E26 Rider
Year: 2021
Length: 25 ft 9 in
Price: €150,000
Condition: New

Class: Bowrider
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Beam: 8 ft 2 in
Boat Location: Valletta, Malta
Heads: 1
Fuel Type: Petrol
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Description

This Brand NEW E26 Rider is Now available for viewing at the Laguna Marina (Valletta Water Front)

Freedom, in great style

The E26 Rider is an innovative bowrider, equipped with an outboard engine. The stem and fluid lines of the hull
convey a sense of sportiness and elegance: a contemporary classic, with a surprising versatility. Day cruiser or
luxury tender: it could be either. You could even call her a “luxury day tender”.

The bow deck comprises a lounge area with a floor on the same level as the cockpit. It can be easily and safely
reached via an opening in the centre of the boat, even while the boat is moving. Two opposite facing sofas, on
either wall, can be used either as seats or chaise-longues.

The distribution of the spaces flow harmoniously through the centre of the boat and the cockpit is the true heart
of this yacht: an elegant, and surprisingly spacious, area with functional solutions that offers maximum freedom
to those on board. In perfect symmetry, there are two large wall sofas facing each other, while the pilot and co-
pilot have swivel chairs that can turn towards the sofas to create an extension of the entertainment area. To the
left of the navigation area, there’s a small sink and restroom.

At the stern, the outboard engine is located between two decks: an elegant add-on used as a beach area, both
facilitating access on board - which is safer and more practical- and access in and out of the water, assisted by
a retractable ladder. Unlimited movement, unlimited freedom.

Information & Features

2021 Mercury Verado F300 (Engine 1)
Type: Outboard

Fuel Type: Petrol

Power: 300 hp

Dimensions
LOA: 26 ft 7 in

Beam: 8 ft 2 in

Tanks
Fuel: 270 l

Fresh Water: 70 l

Accommodations
Heads: 1

Other
Warranty: 2 Years

Flag Of Registry: Malta

Designer: Christian Grande

Builder: Cranchi
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Extra Options

Waste Water tank

Bow suncushions

Bow thruster with automatic fure extinguisher

230V Electric wiring system with battery charger and shore power with cable

6 fenders and fender covers and 4 deck hooks

Radio Fusion bluetooth / USB; 4 speakers, amplifier, subwoofer and remote control in cockpit

cockpit table

Electric anchor winch 500W, 30m chain; Ultramarine stainless steel anchor 8kg

Electric marine WC

Exterior upholstery Silvertex [Wine colour]

Hull & Deck lacquered [paint no gelcoat]

Aft suncushion

Standard Features

Fresh water tank 70l with water pump

Engine on board service batteries no 2 for 12V wiring system

Opening teak hatch in the cockpit

Magnetic compass

Fuel tank 270l with level

Dashboard with enfolding windscreen

Electric blad trim tabs

External cushions

Cockpit shower

Electric aspirator for fuel tank compartment

Navigation lights 

Cockpit supplementary lights

Boat hook

bilge pump

Socket on dashboard 12V

Swimming Ladder

Pilot and co-pilot seats with manual height setting and 360º rotation

Teak laid swimming platform

Teak laid cockpit

Hydraulic steeting

Battery switch n.3
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Disclaimer

The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to
investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change,
or withdrawal without notice.
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